Abstract�Spatial frequency analysis and local feature analysis may be considered to be examples of a class of models for texture discrimination. In this theoretical framework, texture discrimination relies on differences in the distribution of responses generated in linear receptive fields placed randomly on the texture. If the set of receptive fields is taken to be a collection of gratings, spatial-frequency analysis is recovered. If the set of receptive-fields is taken to be a collection of local feature templates, a corresponding local-feature model is recovered.
INTRODUCTION
The segregation of a region of visual space from its surrounding milieu is an important part of early vision. One hallmark of this process is that it is a parallel one, independent of focused attention (Bergen and Julesz, 1983 ).
Early texture-discrimination studies (Julesz, 1962) suggested that this segregation process is driven by differences in the second-order correlation statistics of textures, or, equivalently, by differences in their spatial frequency spectrum. A key difficulty in testing this hypothesis was the need to construct rich classes of textures which shared second-order correlation statistics, yet differed in their higher-order correlation structure. Initial studies with a restricted class of such textures (Rosenblatt and Slepian, 1962 ) supported the second-order hypothesis. However, more recently, many examples in which differences in higher-order statistics support texture segregation have been found (Caelli and Julesz, 1978; Caelli et al., 1978; Julesz et al., 1978; Victor and Brodie, 1978; Gagalowitz, 1981; Gagalowitz and Ma, 1985) . One interpretation of these findings is that textures are discriminable if they posses significantly different densities of local features ('textons'; Bergen and Julesz, 1983) . However, despite these exceptions, spatial-frequency analysis clearly plays a fundamental role in vision, both at the level of individual visual neurons (Movshon et al., 1978; DeValois et al., 1985) and at the level of psychophysics (Campbell and Green, 1965; Campbell and Robson, 1968) . Our goal here is to express the spatialfrequency viewpoint in a manner in which it may naturally be extended to include processing of one or more local feature. We then consider how such theories may be tested.
RESULTS

Overview
We begin with the motivation of the present approach. Next, we define iso-(R*, oo) and iso-(R*,p) textures, and state the main results. We introduce the characteristic function of a texture, which is a convenient descriptor of a texture's statistics. We provide algorithms for the construction of iso-(R*, 00) and iso-(R*,p) textures and examples of the application of these algorithms. We then prove that for sinusoidal receptive fields, iso-(R*,2) textures are necessarily iso-(R*, oo) textures.
Spatial frequency analysis revisited. Let us consider the spatial-frequency model for the computations underlying preattentive texture discrimination. In this model, two textures are discriminable if (and only if) their spatial frequency contents differ sufficiently.
The spatial frequency content, or spatial power spectrum, may be viewed as a description of the outputs of a collection of idealized receptive fields. Consider a receptive field Rf which sums light linearly according to a spatial weighting which is a sinusoid of spatial frequency f. For technical reasons, we assume that the spatial extent of the receptive field, L, is large in comparison with the spatial period 1/f, and that the spatial weighting is zero beyond the distance L. For each placement of this receptive field on the texture, the output of R f is proportional to an estimate of the Fourier component of a local region of the texture at the frequency f. The size (and indeed the signature) of this quantity is dependent on the precise placement of the receptive field R f on the texture. However, the average value of the square of this output is proportional to the value of the spatial frequency spectrum at the frequency f. Thus, the value of the spatial frequency spectrum of a texture at the frequency f is proportional to the second moment (mean-square) of the distribution of responses of sinusoidal receptive fields placed at random on the texture.
Some definitions. Spatial frequency content alone does not account for texture discrimination (Caelli and Julesz, 1978; Caelli et al., 1978; Julesz et al., 1978) . Thus, more information is available for texture-discrimination than the second moment of the outputs of sinusoidal receptive fields. We are, therefore, led to consider both higher moments, and non-sinusoidal receptive fields.
We consider a set R* of arbitrary receptive fields. (The set of sinusoidal profiles will be denoted by RFou.) Members of a general receptive field set R* will be denoted by R or As before, we assume that the receptive fields are linear. That is, the response of a receptive field R,, to a texture stimulus A is the integral of the product of the intensity profile of R,, and the luminance profile of the texture A. The response of a receptive field R,, to a texture A depends not only on Rex and A, but also on the precise position of Rex within A. Placement of examples of Rex at random positions on A thus produces a distribution of responses. Now consider two textures, Ai and A,. For each receptive field R,, in R*, there are two distributions: one corresponding to responses elicited by placement of Rex on A 1, and one corresponding to responses elicited by placement of Ra on for all receptive field types Rex in R*,
